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Dynamic Network Factory CEO Mo Tahmasebi Selected to Speak 

on Best Practice Storage Strategies at ISC West Conference  
 
Presentation Will Provide Insight into Storage Management Strategies 

for IP Surveillance Technologies 
 
LAS VEGAS – Mar. 27, 2009 – Mo Tahmasebi, CEO of Dynamic Network 
Factory (DNF) Corp., a cutting-edge technology company with seven 
enterprise storage-focused business units including DNF Security, has been 
selected to speak at ISC (International Security Conference) West. The 
conference, which will be held at the Sands Expo & Convention Center in Las 
Vegas, March 31 – April 3, 2009, brings together manufacturers, 
dealers/installers, system integrators, and corporate end-users of security 
products and services to learn, evaluate, and competitively source in a 
productive environment. 
 
“Moving from Perfect Data Storm to Perfect Data Form with Effective Camera 
Management and Storage Strategies” is the topic of the presentation that 
Tahmasebi will deliver on Tuesday, March 31 at 1 p.m. in room 202 at ISC 
West. His discussion will focus on guiding installers, system integrators, IT 
professionals, end-users and solution providers through choosing the right 
storage strategies and systems for their IP surveillance installations.   
 
“Today’s surveillance requirements are complex. With so many challenges 
facing security professionals, it becomes difficult to design a robust security 
infrastructure,” said Tahmasebi. “This interactive IP storage discussion will 
strive to educate attendees by sharing best practices, strategies, and 
applications, allowing them to see first-hand the benefits of digital video and 
IP surveillance.” 
 
For more details on Tahmasebi’s presentation, please visit: 
http://iscwest2009.conferencepath.com/speakerlist/?action=showsessions&u
serid=34664 
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About Dynamic Network Factory 
Dynamic Network Factory (DNF) Corp. takes pride in its innovative spirit, 
engineering excellence, and broad product line. DNF’s seven business units 
focus on specific vertical markets and technologies to cover the business and 
government technology space. Since 1998, DNF has focused on delivering 
storage solutions, from direct attached storage for small business, to 
enterprise applications, networked storage, iSCSI and file servers in 
capacities from 1TB to 10PB. In 2006, DNF’s acquisition of iSCSI pioneer 
StoneFly Networks expanded its storage portfolio to include enterprise-class 
iSCSI and storage virtualization technology. With the expertise of DNF 
Storage, DNF Systems and StoneFly, DNF Security leverages innovative 
storage and server technologies for mission-critical IP surveillance solutions. 
For more information, visit www.DNFsecurity.com or www.DNFcorp.com. 
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